
Research Contributions 

Over the past 40 years, Anil Jain’s fundamental work in pattern recognition [1] has resulted in                

significant insights into curse of dimensionality [2], dimensionality reduction, data clustering,           

and image texture analysis. He addressed the issue of estimating the intrinsic dimensionality of              

data and proposed a simple and robust estimator [3]. His work on dimensionality reduction              

under small sample size scenarios has received significant attention in a variety of disciplines              

[4]. Starting with his first paper on clustering in 1976 [5], Anil has advanced our understanding                

of data clustering, in particular, cluster validity [6, 7, 8], one of the most popular techniques in                 

exploratory data analysis. He was one of the first to use Markov random field models for                

texture synthesis and analysis [9].  

Since 1992, he has used the insights from pattern recognition to focus on and conduct               

pioneering work in biometrics (automatic recognition of a person based on behavioral and             

biological traits) [10]. What sets apart Jain’s work from others in the field is that it is at the                   

trifecta of (i) developing new research directions, (ii) contributions to new fundamental            

scientific insights, and (iii) applications of his work to biometric systems deployed in various              

domains (from mobile devices to law enforcement). His perspectives and scientific articulations            

spanning landmark scientific publications, tutorials, text-books, and grand challenge position          

papers have inspired the community of students, academic researchers, industry practitioners,           

and policy makers with novel problems and solutions.  

Jain’s research has made contributions to almost every aspect of fingerprint recognition,            

including automated minutiae extraction and matching [11, 12], fingerprint classification and           

indexing, and estimating individuality of fingerprint features. Six U.S. patents resulting from the             

work in [10] were licensed to IBM. He was the first to use rich, textural information in                 

fingerprint images to develop FingerCodes [13], the first non-minutiae representation. He           

quantified the individuality information and persistence property of fingerprints using statistical           

models, providing concrete implications to forensic experts on their operational errors [14]. He             

advocated the use of Level-3 features in developing automated latent fingerprint matching            

systems, thereby bridging the gap between biometrics and forensics [15]. To combat the             

problem of altered fingerprints, encountered by both FBI and DHS, he designed an automated              

system to detect if a fingerprint is a normal or an abnormal pattern (licensed to SAFRAN                

Morpho) [16]. To calibrate and evaluate fingerprint readers, he has designed and fabricated 3D              

fingerprint targets [17]. With support from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, he is              

conducting field trials for a fingerprint system to recognize newborns to 4 year olds for               

vaccination tracking in Benin and India [18]. 

Jain has also made pioneering contributions to other issues in biometrics including            

unconstrained face recognition, multi-biometrics, and biometric template security. His analysis          



of face recognition capability on surveillance image of Tsarnaev brothers, responsible for            

Boston Marathon bombings, attracted substantial press coverage [19]. Another notable          

contribution in face recognition is the first system to match forensic sketches (composites) to              

mugshots [20] that has been licensed to SAFRAN Morpho. He introduced the phrase soft              

biometrics (e.g. typing pattern), which is now an important tool for continuous authentication             

on mobile phones [21]. Other forms of soft biometrics that are particularly useful in law               

enforcement and forensics are scars, marks and tattoos on human body. His research group              

built the first successful tattoo image matching and retrieval system [22] that is now being               

marketed by SAFRAN Morpho. This system performed the best in the 2015 NIST evaluation of               

tattoo recognition technology. He has made fundamental contributions to multi-biometrics          

(e.g. using both face and iris) for effective personal authentication [23]. For biometric template              

security, he designed [24] and built [25] an effective fingerprint cryptosystem based on Fuzzy              

Vault. Through his relentless insistence on focusing on practical problems and relating them to              

underlying scientific principles of pattern recognition, he has provided stellar leadership to the             

biometrics community [26, 27]. As a result of his prolific and impactful work of contemporary               

relevance, Jain is one of the most highly cited researchers in computer science and he is                

perhaps the most notable researcher directly impacting the biometrics industry through           

technology transfer and helping a number of startups. His publications [28] have even helped              

the general audience understand biometrics and have provided material for TV crime shows;             

his article in Scientific American [29] was featured in CSI: Miami, episode 7-20. 
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